
Smile Line introduces «FlexMount», a flexible 
rubber connector for combining the handle and 
the tool. This new concept is adapted to Instrument 
by Smile Line, more specifically to our ZR mixing 
spatula and our Porcelain Brushes.

simple – as the great ideas
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„FlexMount“
with your Porcelain Build-Up Brush –

The «FlexMount» allows you to apply a very gentle snap to 
the brush tip.
Challenge      – we need the brush tip to have the right 
moisture for a precise and comfortable placement of the 
porcelain. A gentle snap «accelerates» the required moisture 
from the brush belly towards the point.
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Challenge      – we need to have an extremely precise, 
sharp and stable brush tip. This is mainly provided by the 
quality of the hair and the way the tip is constructed. A gentle 
snap right before picking up the porcelain helps the hair at 
the tip to get back into a sharp point.
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„FlexMount“
with your ZR spatula –

Zirconia is a high-tech material that doesn’t have natural 
elasticity and is fragile for our application. «FlexMount» 
works as a shock absorber and allows for maximum comfort 
and feeling during mixing of porcelain or stains.
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Use & Advice

The idea is not to snap the brush immediately when taking 
it out of the water cup. This creates water spattering around 
the working space (not very comfortable) plus this method 
doesn’t allow the best humidity control in the brush tip. 
Smile Line’s proposal is to first «stop» the brush on the H2O 
sponge for extracting the excess of moisture in the brush tip.

Then, only during porcelain build up we are gently snapping, 
for example between two pick-ups of porcelain. Utilizing this 
method, your brush tip is automatically receiving the ideal 
moisture plus is returning to its sharpest shape.

«FlexMount» is compatible with the following products:
 - Smile Line’s ZR spatula
 - Smile Line’s Kolinsky brush tips #8-R, #8-LT, #6 *
 - Smile Line’s N.era 8 brush tip *

* Note: Brush tips for «FlexMount» are a completely new and very high-end production. Also, they have a shorter ferrule that allows 
for more elasticity.

Product detail
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A SUPERIOR QUALITY, A UNIQUE STYLE, AN EXCLUSIVE FEEL... 
THERE ARE PLENTY OF REASONS TO PURCHASE AN OBJECT

FROM SMILE LINE.

#FL-14150-CA6   Kolinsky #6 + ZR #FL-14150-6   Kolinsky #6 + ZR

#FL-14150-8K   Kolinsky #8R + ZR

#FL-14150-8N   N.era 8 + ZR

#FL-14150-CA8K   Kolinsky #8R + ZR

#FL-14150-CA8N   N.era 8 + ZR

CARBON FIBER ANODIZED ALUMINUM

How and what should I order?

Smile Line always provide Instrument parts separate as 
the majority of our items are modular. If you already have a 
spare Smile Line instrument handle, we suggest you order a 
module «flexible connector & tips» so you are able to benefit 
from the shorter ferrule.

Another favorable option is to ask for your personal 
«FlexMount – 2 instruments set» which contains one 
brush and one zirconia spatula. You can customize your set 
to include your favourite brush size and preferred handle 
material. The handles are available in the new elegant carbon 
fiber or the traditional anodized aluminium. Ask your dealer !


